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Cutting-creasing machine Modular Star Feed
Self-adjusting cutting-creasing machine with high performances
+ cardboard sheets automatic feeder “Star Feed”

Modular conﬁguration:
- Number of the axis/cutting-creasing groups on demand
- Corrugated cardboard sheets type A, B, K, BA, BC, EB (thickness
from 2 up to 7 mm)
- Single boxes in sequence or multiple boxes placed on the same sheet
- Adjustable operator panel with PC
- CAD/CAM system with box’s library FEFCO/LCR
- Function to acquire production lists by uploading/downloading from
Host (AS400, SAP, Server SQL)
- Hardware Siemens Simotion (Motion Controller)
- Software: CAD/CAM system LCR
Star Feed feeder:
- Maximum dimensions of the sheets: 3000 x 4000 mm
- Maximum height of the sheets stack: 600 mm
- Adjustable guides to keep in position the stack of the cardboard sheets
- Motorised belts vacuum-operated by means of a suction fan
- Sheets stack rear supports made of steel with hydraulic lift

Cardboard sheets of different thicknesses
and different types

Modular 2.4 Star Feed
2000 mm

850 mm

1145 mm

4250 mm

max. 3000 mm

3145 mm

Technical features:
- Production:
- Feeding speed:
- Operating pressure:
- Air consumption:
- Installed power:
- Primary tension:

performances range
6 - 10 packages/min.
40 - 100 m/min.
5-6 bar
50....300 Nl/min.
16 Kw
400 V +-5% 50 Hz 3P+N+G

Optional:
- Longitudinal/crosswise perforation creasing groups
- Flexographic printing system / ink jet
- Radio-frequency scanner to read barcodes
- Automatic adjustment of the creasing pressure
- Shredders/conveyors for the cardboard’s wastes
- Slotting
- Software to create new types of boxes
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